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Smoke Control, An Overview with a
Discussion of the Benefits of Firestopping
• An overview of the physical forces driving smoke movement within a
building.
• A basic understanding of CONTAM as one frequently used computer
smoke leakage model.
• An overview of how firestopping and mechanical systems work
together to limit smoke migration.

Micro-gravity experiments
NASA KC-135 Aircraft (Glenn Research Center, Ohio)

Objectives of the NASA Test Program
 Provide NASA with a normal gravity test methodology

(FIST) that will complement its existing material fire
testing protocol (Test 6001.1) and provide a relative
ranking of material flammability.

 Test a number of solid materials and find flammability

properties which can be used to rank their fire safety
performance in an environment expected in space
facilities.

 Provide theoretical background and a few validation

tests of the methodology with microgravity
experiments.

The Fire Safety System
How do Flammability Assessments make their way into the built environment?
• Fire safety expressed in edicts, many of which follow major fires
• Legal requirements emanate from government departments concerned with the
risk of fire not from the people assessing the hazard. Legal requirements change
regularly, fire physics don’t
• Local authorities, insurance companies, standards bodies, and code writing
organizations support these government departments
• Scientists conducting tests of fire resistance or flammability support these
organizations.

How do fire regulations make their way into the built environment?
Entire Cities

–Portland, Me (1866)
–Atlanta, Ga (1917)
–Baltimore, Md (1904)
–Boston, Ma (1872)
–Chicago, Il (1871)
–Jacksonville, Fl (1901)
–New Orleans, La (1788, 1794)
–New York, NY (1776, 1794)
–Salem, Ma (1910)
–Seattle, Wa (1889)
–St. Louis, Mo (1849)
–San Francisco, Ca (1906)

Historical efforts to control fire losses: Large Buildings

Iroquois Theatre fire, December 30th, 1903.

Triangle Shirtwaist fire, March 25th, 1911.

Historical efforts to control fire losses: Large Buildings
o La Salle Hotel – Chicago, June 5th 1946
• 61 deaths, Open stairways, flammable materials, open
vents.
o Hotel Canfield – Dubuque Iowa, June 19th, 1946
• 19 deaths, Open stairways, flammable materials, no
sprinklers or fire alarms
o Winecoff Hotel – Atlanta, GA, December 7th, 1946
• 119 deaths, open stairs, transoms above doors,
flammable materials
o MGM Grand Fire – Las Vegas, NV, November 21st, 1980
• 85 deaths, Smoke migration through elevator shafts,
stairwells, and seismic joints, sprinkler rule exceptions.
o Dupont Plaza– San Juan, Puerto Rico, December 31st, 1986
• 98 deaths, Malfunctioning safety equipment, non
automated sprinklers, lack of emergency plans, arson.
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Historical efforts to control fire losses: Large Buildings
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Regulating Smoke - IBC 2018
Chapter 4 Requirements Based on Use and Occupancy: Past fire experience has shown that interior
finish and decorative materials are key elements in the development and spread of fire. The
performance of the material is evaluated based on test standards.
Chapter 7 Fire and Smoke Protection Features: The provisions of Chapter 7 present the fundamental
concepts of fire performance that all buildings are expected to achieve in some form. The fire-resistancerated construction requirements provide passive resistance to the spread and effects of fire. Types of
separations addressed include fire walls, fire barriers, fire partitions, horizontal assemblies, smoke
barriers and smoke partitions.
Chapter 8 Interior Finishes: This chapter contains the performance requirements for controlling fire
growth within buildings by restricting interior finish and decorative materials. As smoke is also a hazard
associated with fire, this chapter contains limits on the smoke development characteristics of interior
finishes.
Chapter 9 Fire Protection Systems: Prescribes the minimum requirements for active systems of fire
protection equipment to perform the following functions: detect a fire; alert the occupants or fire
department of a fire emergency; and control smoke and control or extinguish the fire.

Regulating Smoke - IBC 2018
Chapter 7 – Fire and Smoke Protection Features
• 701.1 Scope. The provisions of this chapter shall govern the materials, systems
and assemblies used for structural fire resistance and fire-resistance-rated
construction separation of adjacent spaces to safeguard against the spread of fire
and smoke within a building and the spread of fire to or from buildings.
• Smoke Dampers, barriers, partitions, compartments, penetration protection,
detectors especially as part of automatic systems.
• Specification of hardware supporting pressurization systems
• Fire Walls, Fire Barriers, Fire Partitions, Smoke Barriers, Smoke Partitions
(approved materials), Horizontal Assemblies, Shafts Enclosures
• All require compliance with Sections on Penetrations (Section 714) and Joints
(Section 715)

Compartmentation
• Compartmentation provides physical barrier to unmitigated smoke
spread between spaces
• Benefit of compartmentation depends on quality and integrity of
compartment boundaries
• Commonly used in combination with pressurization to manage smoke
movement
• Openings, penetrations and joints in smoke barriers and partitions
must be constructed with materials and systems that limit air leakage
through the barrier or partition when subjected to a pressure
differential
• Standard test methods used to certify products for smoke barrier and
partition applications

Regulating Smoke - IBC 2018
Chapter 7 – Fire and Smoke Protection Features, provides requirements for air
leakage of firestop systems
• 714 Penetrations of Fire Resistance rated assemblies, Horizontal Assemblies
• Listed penetrations firestops installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
• Materials prevent the passage of flame and hot gases when subjected to ASTM E119 under a pressure of 0.01 inch (2.49 Pa)
• Through penetration shall be protected by an approved penetration firestop system installed as tested in accordance with ASTM
E814 with a pressure differential of 0.01 inch (2.49 Pa)

714.5.4 Penetrations in Smoke Barriers
• Require an approved through penetration firestop system tested in accordance with UL 1479 for air leakage. The L rating of the
system measured at 0.30 inch (74.7 Pa).

715 Fire Resistant Joint Systems
• Joints between fire resistance rated walls, floor ceiling assemblies, protected by an approved fire resistant joint system
• Exterior curtain wall floor intersections tested in accordance with ASTM E2307 or for non-fire rated assemblies, an approved
material to retard the interior spread of fire and hot gases between stories.
• Fire resistance in joints systems of smoke barriers, shall not exceed 5 cfm per linear foot of a joint at 0.30 inch (74.7 Pa).

ASTM E814 (UL 1479) – Fire Test for Through-Penetration Firestops
• T-Rating Max. temperature rise of 325 F above ambient on the
non-fire side.
• F-Rating: Prohibits flame passage through the system for the
duration of the fire test.
• L-Rating: Amount of air leakage (at 0.3 inches water)
• Hose Stream Test
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Pressure effects can be treated in two separate
categories as follows:


Fire effects
◦ Pressure differences due to buoyancy, i.e. density differences
between hot and cold gases
◦ Pressure differences due to thermal expansion in an enclosure



Environmental effects
◦ Pressure differences between inside and outside of building
◦ Pressure differences caused by wind acting on the building
◦ Pressure differences due to mechanical ventilation

Karlsson, B., Quintiere, J.G., “Enclosure Fire Dynamics”, CRC Press, 2000 pgs. 82-83

Pressure effects due to thermal expansion

Pressure effects due to thermal expansion

Compartmentation
Calculating the pressure from buoyant fire gases
∆Pressure = K ( ρcold − ρ hot ) h
 1
1
∆Pressure = K 
−
 Tcold Thot


h


Compartmentation

(about 29 Pa).

High temperature creates high pressure
High pressure drives flow from Phigh to Plow

Natural ventilation

Karlsson, B., Quintiere, J.G., “Enclosure Fire Dynamics”, CRC Press, 2000 pg. 85

Natural ventilation
1700 °F

70 °F

70 °F

Karlsson, B., Quintiere, J.G., “Enclosure Fire Dynamics”, CRC Press, 2000 pg. 88

Karlsson, B., Quintiere, J.G., “Enclosure Fire Dynamics”, CRC Press, 2000 pg. 20

Smoke Reservoirs – In warehouse and
high ceiling applications
• To ensure the proper operation of the roof vents,
smoke reservoirs must be provided.
• These are either deep wells which are either part of
the structure of the mall or can be created with
smoke curtains.

Compartmentation

Compartmentation

Regulating Smoke - IBC 2018
IBC (Sections 909.7 and 909.8) directs designers of active smoke control
systems using the air movement and exhaust methods to NFPA 92. It
retains design specification for the pressurization method (Section 909.8)
• Types of active smoke control:
• Pressurization
• Exhaust
• Airflow

Pressure Difference Method - IBC 2018
• The Pressurization method employs the following:
• Maintain pressure differences across smoke barriers.
• Minimum pressure difference across smoke barriers is 0.05 inches of water (12.5
Pa) in a sprinklered building.
• Maximum pressures are dictated by door opening forces, also calculated.
• The minimum pressure differential ranges in stairways are from 0.05 in H2O
(sprinklered building) to 0.1 in H2O (non-sprinklered building or IBC stair
pressurization), and are meant to counteract the anticipated buoyancy force
resulting from a compartment fire adjacent to the stair, incorporating appropriate
safety factors.
• Measurements of pressure differences are required as part of commissioning.
• For non-sprinklered, calculations are required.

NFPA 92 (2018)- Standard for Smoke Control Systems
NFPA 92 Section 1.2 Purpose, to provide
requirements for smoke management systems to
accomplish one or both of the following:
• (1) Maintain a tenable environment in the
means of egress from large-volume building
spaces during the time required for
evacuation
• (2) Control and reduce the migration of smoke
between the fire area and adjacent spaces
• Pressurization is form of smoke management
sometimes used in combination with
compartmentation to prevent the spread of
smoke from a fire compartment into adjacent
spaces, including stairways.

Managing Smoke – NFPA 92
Standard for Smoke Control Systems
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Overview
• The movement of smoke in buildings is governed by a number of
driving forces
•
•
•
•

fire-induced buoyancy and expansion
stack effect
wind effect
mechanical ventilation

• To manage smoke movement in buildings, the IBC and NFPA 92
require that these driving forces need to be accounted for in a smoke
control analysis.
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Bernoulli’s Equation
The orifice equation is a form of the Bernoulli Equation commonly used to describe
air flow which occurs as a result of a pressure difference across an opening,
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Calculating the pressure from buoyant fire
gases
∆Pressure = K ( ρcold − ρ hot ) h
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Stack Effect – Heated Building

Stairwell Pressurization- Stairwell analysis
Substitute:
dV =

NCA SBOe  2(∆pSOb ) 

dy
ρ


H

Integrate from 0 to H to find the total flow:

VSBO
Where:

3
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2
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 ∆pSOt − ∆pSOb 
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VSBO = Volumetric flow from the building to the stair to the outside, cfm (m 3 /sec)

Pressurization - stairways
• Design issues with pressurized stairways:

o Varying pressure differences over the stairway height due primarily to stack
effect
o Large pressure fluctuations caused by opening and closing of doors
o Location of supply air inlets and fans
o Force required to open stairway doors

• The movement of smoke in buildings is governed by a number of
driving forces
o fire-induced buoyancy and expansion
o stack effect
o wind effect
o mechanical ventilation

Regulating Smoke - IBC 2018
Chapter 9 – Section 909 Smoke Control Systems
• 909.4 Analysis. A rational analysis supporting the types of smoke control systems to be employed,
their methods of operation, the systems supporting them and the methods of construction to be
utilized shall accompany the submitted construction documents and shall include, but not be
limited to, the items indicated in Section 909.4.1 through 909.4.6 which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

909.4.1 Stack effect.
909.4.2 Temperature effect of fire.
909.4.3 Wind effect.
909.4.4 HVAC systems.
909.4.5 Climate
909.4.6 Duration of operation.

Challenges: Stack Effect

• Building height and climate influence stack effect

Stack Effect and Reverse Stack Effect

41

Stack Effect Can Create Door Opening
Force Problems
Fan ++

In the winter, stack effect tends to cause
excessive pressures inside a pressurized
stairshaft near its top while barely achieving
the minimum differential at the bottom.
42

Population 60+ by Age: 1900-2050
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census
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Taming Stack Effect on Stairshaft
Pressurization Systems
The Seattle Approach: Allows for pressure differential to be met Benefits
Sensible to meet
only to the floors in evacuation mode.

pressure differentials
only to the fire
zone/floors in alarm.
Allows pressure
differentials outside of
zone in alarm be
measured to the
exterior.
.
Detriment
On some floors, still may
result in
overpressures/door
difficult to open.

Taming Stack Effect on Simple
Stairshaft Pressurization Systems
The Modified Seattle Approach :
Adding active exhaust to floor

Benefits
Can reduce the stair
pressurization fan rate
considerably so that
maximum pressures are
not exceeded on any
other stories during
stack effect.
Variable drive fans can
have bespoke settings
for given floors.
Detriment
Although the normal
building air ventilation
system can be used, it
will require connection
to emergency/standby
power.

Taming Stack Effect on Stairshaft
Pressurization Systems
The Split Stair : Separating Stair into Vertical Zones

Benefits
Reduces the height and
volume of the stairshaft
which needs pressurization.
Can be incorporated with
refuge floors.
Detriment
Requires:
1. transition/transfer
connector between
stairshafts or
2. doors at landings
within stairshaft.
Space at landings needs to
be adequate for the
door/frame and usability.
Requires multiple fans
serving multiple zones with
potentially multiple shafts.

Taming Stack Effect on Stairshaft
Pressurization Systems
The Las Vegas Variation, Add vestibules on every story,
Pressure differential stair to vestibule =12.5 Pa, while
Pressure differential vestibule to fire floor = 25 Pa

Benefits
Allows for reduced
pressure differentials
which means that under
the same temperature
differences one can
meet the minimum and
maximum in much taller
buildings.
Detriment
Vestibules, at roughly
2m2 reduce leasable
space on every level.
Pressure differential
from stair to vestibule all
floors.

Taming Stack Effect on Stairshaft
Pressurization Systems
The California Approach, Add vestibules to every story
Pressure differentials only to fire floor.

Benefits
Allows for reduced
pressure differentials
which means that under
the same temperature
differences one can
meet the minimum and
maximum in much taller
buildings.
Pressure differential to
fire floor only.
Detriment
Vestibules, at roughly
2m2 reduce leasable
space on every level.

CONTAM background


CONTAM is a multi-zone indoor air quality and ventilation analysis program designed to help
determine:
◦ airflows and pressures – infiltration, exfiltration, and room-to-room airflows and pressure
differences in building systems driven by mechanical means, wind pressures acting on the
exterior of the building, and buoyancy effects induced by temperature differences between the
building and the outside.

Vent Zone
Room Zone
Exhaust Zone
Stair Zone
Corridor Zone
Zone
Specification
Wall Leakage
Duct Supply
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CONTAM Intro

Exhaust (labeled E) and ventilation (labeled V) flow rates are generally equal. Stairs and
vestibules are assumed to be pressurized at approximately 0.05” H2O. Numbers in
parenthesis represent flow rates in standard cubic feet per minute (scfm). Rooms are
equipped with fan coil cooling and heating units (labeled FC).

CONTAM background

•

•

Static pressure is the pressure created on the discharge end of your air handler blower. It is
much like the pressure in your water system. The higher the pressure the more flow you
get.
Negative static pressure is the pressure in the air return ducts. It is also created by the air
handler blower only on the intake side. The blower is sucking on the return ducts to get the
air in the house back to the evaporator coils so it can be cooled and dehumidified.

CONTAM background


Weather-

Wind Flow Over Buildings

Terrestrial Boundary Layer

CONTAM-Wind Pressures
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